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Cohesion: Problems th Talking about Text:
4

A. Brief 1Commentary
1.

; 'TeXt'analysis has been with reading comprehension research for almoSt
t

20years. During that time, several systems have been established 'as
4""

powerful tools for explaining'comprehenslen cf text. For example,

Nfintsch's (1974)kPropositional syste .was the basic tool' used in the

e 4
.ildeVelop'ment of Kintsch and van. Dijls's (1978) oncept_of macrostructure and

\;
: / .

itsye in a thdory of discourse compreh sort and-production. The story

0
, f

grammars, especially of Stein and enGln (1 79) and Mandler"and.Johnson , .

/ s

, . , .
.

,
,..,/

(1977), strongly predi(c comprehension of narrative te(t 'based on a text's

adherence lo the canonical ordering\ofstory parts. Likewise, Meyer's

(1975)'use of content analyses of. expository text' has' sbown the importance

0.
tbf a text's'top level strileture to thR reader'.' comprehension of text.

°

Althqugh text analysis systems have been criticized for their
A

, .

'ipresuMptfonbroAolectiyi-ty.in representing what. Is _the_ text, they have

g'ained prom5.pence precisely because of their disciplined ubjectivity.

What these systems-haVe in common. is 'their attempt to represent some aspect

of coherence, whether it be in terms of macrostructures, story schemata, or

. .

top level structures. In all cases the analysis works primarily :top -down,

imposing coherence measA-es on text as a consequence of the reader's and ..

, . A
44. ' ' ars

e-lithe write's notions of how ataxt can and shteuld function to
. 0

communcation.

Ole purpose of.'this.paper is to comment on what, happens-when a,text
/

anal7S.is system worksbottomup from the text without regard to interpreted

structural properties. Halliday and Hasan 11976) describe cohesion as that

which' makes. a sequence of T.4ords.and sentences unified and.hence

a



2

1

interpretable a, a text. Coheion is defined explicitly as instances of

anaphora, reiteration, and collocation whichrelade sentences. Allhough it

A

is, a straightforward task of ext-ranalysis to -work bottom=up i temizing
r

and categorizing these linguistic facts of a text, it is presumptuous ',to

'Call these facts:Cohesive. Halliday and Hasana howeVer, maintaif that f.

linguistic factors are responsible for carrAng Meaning across sentence
4

-

boundaries and defining,ode aspect of'a text's coherence. ReSearch
z%

investigating the nature of textual coherence using the cohesion concept

has not found -cohesion causally related to a text's cohNuence. As the.
.

textl-analysis systems mentioned above implicitly;assert, coherenA is

.

-primarily a,top-down phenomenon whether working from the perspective of the

writer or end reader.

They Cohesion' Concept

By text, Halliday and fl asap mean any Sample of discourse who5.p. meaning

_

and function -is readilyiappArent independent- of other discourse. In' the

..

words of Halliday and Hasan, a Vext 'is a sample of discourse-which forms.a
4

"unified whole." They claim that the concept of a text is as intuitively
. 1 -

r

powerful" 'thehe-concept of a 'sen ence--we know whena string of sentences
tr.'t ;.

makes a text jut as'We:AnOW when a .string- of words makes a sentence,.,

However, a text is different from a sentence. -A text is not

chatacterized by formal structural properties as is the sentence, and

therefore' it is not perceived as some kind of "supersentence" with a'
)

e

I

'textual syntax. Rather, as_Halliday and Hasan
1
put it, a text is

.
.

characterized by its texture. By texture, - Halliday and Hasad mean that
. .

. ;

quality of atekt which establishes its wholeness or unity rather than. its'

4t

IA

As

4 4"
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me aning. _Texture "expresses the fact that it (the ,text) relateb'as a, whole
,

5.
A..

,to .the environment in which it: is Rlaced.
.

(p. 293) . .. -
.

. A .

And how, is this'teXture,_this textual Unity, created? Ily:thP.c.ohesivd.
.

c. ..

relations in theptexte For example, in -the sentences, ..

'

-,
-1,-

, . . 0 .

. , 4
: IWash and care six cooking apples. Put' them

.

into'a fir'eproof dish,
,

' . .

,,,
4 s

em is a. cohesive item. presupposing:the phrase "six cooking apples."

0 C

Together, the presupposing andlpresupposed'ieds'define a cohesive
A'"

1 '

relation, referred.to as-a cohesive tie. Each cohesive tielin a.textis an
0

_.,

.- .

tiesinstance of cohesion.': What'all tiet have in common, whatMakes Vent' ,.

.-,

_
.., .. í'c

cohesive,. is "the proPerty of signalling that the interpretat.ion of the

passage in,question.dependS on something else" .(111111dAy & Hasan, X76,
1

,p. 13). Apparently 4 tie's functiqn is to signal the reader or'listener ba.

relate present text. with earlier takt and.tkus,to create texture, to
/I' A

, 4

establish a textlsunitb,,
t 4

There are several types of cohesiveVties---Therez.areTeference-ties

where.prOnouns In'one sentence
.1

presuppose some -noun or noun phrase used in

another sentence, as in the example above, .There.aie substitution ties,

whe2,-ewotds';u'ch as one substitute for alqd thereby prespippTose irevious
.

. N.,

reference to a noun or noun phrase:
$

Two books lay On the table", John pii,ked hp the
larger. one.

There are ties of 411.ipsiS where the absence of a presupposing.. item assumes
i P

a presupposed item or phrase:. PP .

Have you seen the movie? Yes,,I have.. .

.

('seen the movie' is presupposed in the second sentence) -

.
o'.

I \
There are ties,of cr, 'unction where connectives are used,to relate

sent ences:

0.-

ei a

ti
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The English Bill of Rights iS an impOrtant doCument in

English history. HOwever, t is second in. importance

-to-the Magna Carta.

Finally,4there are IeXical.!ties where items,are tied either by reiteration:

The paper is on attribution theory. Actually, the paper

' critfcizes attribution theory, -
9

or collocatidn, where.items have the potential of appearing together in a
t

text (i.e., si_ t_
oteir concepts are commonly associated with one another):' ''\

, . . ,

,. ,
,.. We had miserable weather. last Saturday. ,This

?

.

weekend's'isn't supposed to be anyibetter. t,

.TO Halli y and'Hasan; the description ofthe totality f%ttich ties in a

.
if,''

text constit description of its cohes'iveproperties or its texture.

-/

The Cohesion Concept and'Textual Coherence

The question remains. Is cohesion analysis simply what Halliday and

Hasan claim it to be; a type of linguistic description of text, or have they

.

invited readers tp assume that their lipguistic description will 'Serve as a

0 .... .
....--. .

.

PsycholOgical model of comprehension complete with predictive power? By

...' .
,

contrast, stor9grammer and text structure researchers usually try to,

explain comprehension by means of an analysis of the function that

different text features must hare played. for example, when a story
\

1>
.

.

grammarian speaks of a section Of text identifying char&cte'r goals, or when

tr' w , ..- .

f one works out a content strueture 'for%;an expository text,4sing a

* \ . ,

`vroblem/solutiod structure, a description of the function of parts of a

text in an overall plan or schema for the text is given, not a linguistic

description of- the text. To say that one is giving a linguistic

description of text is to say that one gives a description independent of

anyof the broa er contextual factors that may' influence' the interprtation



of a text's Meaning. As linguistic description, cohesion analysis cannot
.

presume to determine a text's coherep6e; rather'kt must assume coherence

and then describe the linguistic, cohesive consequences of this coherence.
-/

Haan* and Hasan'clafp that oohesionanalyaisaerves %mly this
,

descriptive function. They do not;mean to define a th4ry of:textuai

cohesion that explains. coherence and i)redicts compretensiop. As,Halliday.

and.Hasan State, "the analysis of cohesion will not tell you that this or

that is a good text or a bad text or an- effective or ineffective one in. the \.

.
context" (p. 328).

But Halliday and,Hasan end lip making greater claims for the cohesion

concept. eg.They tie it to the concept of rister in explaining the
D

coherence of text. .The concept of regis,ter.embodies the kind .of non-

textual, contextual facts that invoke in the reader relevant prior,
."

r-;
knowledge necessary to'the Understanding of any text. Halliday and Hasan

4,

4. .

conceive of the relatidnship between register and telxt ap one aspect of the
tv

text's coherence--the e II herence of akktext meting the expectaions

operative in a given'reading/listening 'situation. 'The complementary aspect

to the text's registeral coherence is the text's cohesion:
.

A text is a passage of discourse which is coherent in
these two regards: it is coherent with respect to the
context of situation and therefore consistent. in
register; and it is coherent 'with respect to itself,
and.therefore cohesive. Neither of-these two
conditions is sufficient without' the other, nor does

) the one by necessityPentlail the other . . , the hearer,

or reaaer, reacts ..to both of these things in his
judgpent of texture. (p. 23) -

The upshot of this statement is that cohesion thopght of (by Halliday and

Hasan as an equal. partner with register in the `determinatiori of a text's

coherence.,- But, by describing cohesiopas a determinant of coherence



(
q,

interactive with.regiseer rather than as-a consequence of coherence,

Halliday writ Hasan do seem to have confounded linguistic,d scription with

the description of the psychological function'of text characteristics in

I

6-

comprehension.

4 I

The Use of thCohesion Concept7inqoMprehension Research

--.Halliday and Hasan'4 exposition ,of the cohesion concept .has led to t

t..

some..research in reading andomposition,'testing out the notion that,: N4

47 . .

cohebion is a fact about the text causally related to its cOherence.* T

o

temptation exisis to Ilse the linguistic debc\tiptiOn as a textanalytic
'

1

I .. _I

.device which Rartials'out e che ohesive aspect of thetext thought to be

.
, --

causally related to the text's codherence. This interpretation of the-

:. 1. .1 .

1 A

cohesion concept leads a reseaTcher to several"possible.faiSe.hypotheSes..%
. t )

A . 4 l :.
,

For ,example, a 'researcher might hypothesize 'that/ the quantity of cohesive',

f.

ties alone is a coherenceproduCing factor in text affecting comptehension.
'

The logic 'ofihis hy0Othesis:ls based on the,assumptiOn.thatthe tie, in .1

1

.1

expiicit4 signalling a.relationship between concepts referencedty words.
c

` in'a text, reduces the cognitive demands of es tablishin0 that relationship

thereby facilitating Comprehension, It is_reasoned that the degree to

which ideas in a text are telated,via cohesive ties is the degree to. whi h

relatAns b'etWeen'idea. areIundetv stood'by a reader. Sucfi a position
)

asserts the reality of a quantiTiatIe reader independent text variable.

.predicting the ComprehensibiArty of a text.

This logic, however, fsjlawed. The cohesive tie, in slid of itself,

may o may not be explicit. In other words, there is the potential, ?f the

tie being used ambigudusly 17Y the wc=iter.. Whether the tie is ambiguOus or

not .is a consequence of its use,_not its.mere. presence. It could be argued

...,



A

. 7

7,

that Presence of a'tie signals th te reader to make the assumption? tout

the tie_ is used.caheently-'-i.e.', t at the text i 'coherent. This point is'
(

-to .

. ..-..

made convincingly. by 'Morgan and Sell e (11980), who have.argued that the
. -.

. , ,
. 4

cohesion concept.Of Halliday and Hagan depictsan.aspect of text
I

. .

...,

subordinate to content coherence-rather r-than causing let: %

... . /

One might have assumed that the coherence of a text was

a matter of content, which would have, of course,
,

' linguistic consequences. In ta"coheren . biography of
.

.
.

Churchill'for kxample., one would expe t frequent,
mention of Ohdrchill3 one'wouldtheref re expect

'. 4

frequent-ocCurrence of words like Chu'r hii1,.he, his,
him, and so on. The bource7of'coheren e.would-lie.in °

.

the content, and the repeated occu'rre ce of certain

f'
words would be the.conseque'nce of content 'coherence;

.k_ not soMething.that was a sourceor.toherence. It would

be a serious mistake to'construe this linguistic .

manifeStaticaP asl cause rather thaen effect. (I).. 179) ,

-Thus; our irst hypothesi4, that the quantity of cohesive ties in ..

.

,4 J4,!V-
'- .).

text predicts .e of comprehension, is reijected on logical'.grounds. In

.

,
,_-

. ,

,-reading studies by'Thomes and-Bridge (1980), Rhodes (199), and Teddl,ie
. .- .

. e -

, ,
'(

1

(1979), the cobesioncanceptisnd-the text-analysis systeeitdefines could -\,j
.

.

/
not account `for -cemprehensiob differences between readers,: In t'he'se

-
-

studies it was concluded that the cohesion concept does. not ..represent

reader-independent text variable predicting and explaining 'comArehension of
. ,I,

text.

'
Two composition studies using the' cohesion concept also concluded

against itsous,efulness as\a predictor f _a text's coherence .for a reader.

Pritcihard (1980) found that'the greater use of cohesive ties characterized

the problem sections.offompositions-written by poot writers rathe'r than
1

ltlie more coherent sections. .Tierney and Mosenthal (1981) foundit

:..cohesion. analysis could eistinguish, descriptivel,y,L etween text§ written(

/

I

10

ar



°':drOtwo different topics but ,that it could. not distinguish between texts)

written on-one topicthat were rated for theiricomgrehensibility: For
9

, .
,

example, biographical texts contained many
1

mpre instances of..referential .

-r
-1

coh sion (he, his) than did texts written about a theme common to seVeral"

shore' stories. But the texts rated morecpherent within

,the

biographical.:.
A

.

. .
r

sample or the theme sample could notbe dishguished by cohesiVe-analysis.
t

One study -by Irwin (1980); however, did find positive resutts-Yor the

auantity.of.cohesive ties in atext. .She fnund that 'highly cohesive text

'-(i,e., text with a gregter number of 'cohesive ties) pc?sitively affected
A 4 -......! ' ,

o
reading rate and pLorforman e on a delayed prompted recall task.q.SoMe

. 1

1 .
question remains as to. the extent to which the'highcolresive and loW-

--
.

varied
, \ . .

.

,
. ..

cohesive texts aried only on. the cohesive Variable.
.

Ally', studies
. .

1
,

.
. .

Mentioned_above used naturally occurring text. In Irwin's study,. hovMver,
g 4. i3

.

\ t' '
..all types of ties-were reduced in the low cohesion text, resulting in. low

\

ca esi,on texts that discuss topics, contrasted with high cohesion

,

,.. texts...that discUss topics in depth, t .

1

r

A second hYpothesis that followsfrom the interpretation of cohesion

I 7 I

1 .4

as a cbherence\producIng aspect of text was tested ima study.by Freebody.
\

\
p

__

I

. .

and Anderson (1981). 'Th'is,hypothesis states that cohesive ties are
/

. . .

-,-%

hierarchically organized. 'Freehody and'Anderson have explained that it'may

\
_ .

..

k, be the case that certain types 'of ties are more. difficult to process than
. \ .,-.

Others.becauge of their "dibtance" in the hierarchy from the optimal
. .

..:

condition of reiteratipn. When this hypothesis was tested, 'no effects for

cohesion were fotind.
\



Summary. and 'Conclusion

It-,may be a terminological cont'radietIon to claim that the .linguisEic.
. .

i ....objectiirity of cohesion analysis can partially.: explain, the coherence ,of'
. . .'.- .. . ,.- . ',- '-

text.. Giv.ea the. findings sited in this .commentary, it.muSt, be coxicluded.- r .
.

. .._ - - -,----
. .' ..

that the cohesion concept alone' is inadequate. as a desCrlptionof A text's,
, .

unity. , Tnis}' is a conCYuSion direCted as ixtich to those a° would use -.the

cohesion concept in comprehension research as it" is qiiect6c1-'.against the

notion that theie s a' theory of texttial.`tii,tir f6uncleil on'.;the
-.

cohesive .properties of 'text ,described by Halliday. and Hasn It would ,v em
, , .

. . , .

that attempts to maintain objectivity by meas-uring surface 'featu'res of ,ext\ ,
,ct.;, ,.

end up desciibing effect8 rather than causes of coherence in' text ..
; 1

- it,'
-

,,

.,. .

4 -

O

..
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Footnote

1

.

Throughout this commentary, we restrict our comments about cohesion

fl P

to its description as represented in Halliday & HaSan's 1976 book,

Cohesion in' English.

12
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